ABSTRACT
The growing popularity of augmented reality (AR) games in both a research and more recently commercial context has led for a need to take a closer look at design related issues which impact on player experience. While issues relating to this area have been considered, to date most of the emphasis has been on the technology aspects. Furthermore it is almost always assumed that the augmented reality element in itself will provide a sufficient experience for the player. This has led to a need to evaluate what makes a successful augmented reality game.

In this paper we present a set of design guidelines which are drawn from experiences of three mixed reality games. The guidelines provide specific guidance on relationships between real and virtual space, social interaction, use of AR technologies, maintaining consistent themes and implicitly address higher level aspects such as presence within a particular augmented reality place.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Augmented Reality (AR) takes the real world and enhances it by adding virtual objects, thus giving the user the illusion of a richer environment and enabling designers to create a coherent, interactive experience [1] [17]. Furthermore, advances in tracking technologies and general computing power make it possible to play AR games not only in your home, but in the city, in the natural environment and even using your PDA or cell phone. Combined with the possibility to place game objects and characters literally everywhere without being restricted to your desktop computer sparks new ideas and has created some truly unique and engaging gaming experiences.

However, game design considerations that explicitly cater for the affordances of Augmented Reality games have often been considered as of secondary importance when compared to the technocal aspects. Furthermore, the technological aspect arguably tend to overwhelm first-time players, who often respond to the novelty of the situation more than the underlying gaming experience. This problem makes it difficult to evaluate such games.

As a result of the issues mentioned before the focus of this paper is the game design aspects of AR games. What constitutes a truly “good” Augmented Reality game? What kind of design mistakes are easy to make? How is AR best utilized in a game? To answer these questions we start with a short overview of games developed within industrial and research contexts. In section 3 two sample AR games we developed are described (Interference and TimeWarp) as well as the recently released Sony PlayStation AR game The Eye of Judgment. Based on experiences with these games, we present our findings in section 4 in the form of game design guidelines. This is followed by a short discussion in section 5 and finally a conclusion in section 6.

2. Related Work
When playing an AR game, the player needs to be equipped with appropriate hardware [6]. In addition to a computer, this hardware often involves technologies for detecting the position and orientation of the player or other game entities. Some games also require communication mechanisms that enable team play or data sharing.

Two types of computer system are commonly used for AR games. On the one hand there are mobile hand-held-based systems, running on a PDA or a smart phone. An example for such a system is ARsoccer [20]. In this smart phone-based game a player has to shoot a penalty using a virtual ball into a virtual goal. Using computer vision, the camera in the phone detects the player’s foot. Another example is AR Tennis [11]. This is a multi-user virtual tennis game. In this game the devices are connected via Bluetooth and the tracking is realized with fiducial markers.

The Invisible Train [24] is also a multi user marker-based game. The goal of the game is to steer a virtual train on a real wooden railroad track. In 2006, Capture the Flag [8] was developed. In this game a team has to catch the opponent’s flag. The flag is represented as a Bluetooth device with a touch sensor. This device is connected to the player’s phone via Bluetooth.
The other system used for such games are AR systems consisting of a backpacked laptop and a head-mounted display (HMD). A example of such a game using both, handheld-based devices and AR systems is Epidemic Menace [14]. This game, developed in 2007, take place indoor as well as outdoor. It uses an AR system for augmentation and a PDA for GPS navigation. Smart phones are used to communicate between the indoor team and the outdoor players. The predecessor game of Epidemic Menace is NetAttack [6], developed in 2004. NetAttack is also played indoors and outdoors but uses only a mobile AR system. Besides GPS, the tracking values are stabilized using ARToolKit tracking [13]. The synchronization of the game in Epidemic Menace as well as in NetAttack is provided by a Wifi connection. A similar game to NetAttack is ARQuake [19]. ARQuake is the AR version of the well-known desktop game Quake. Developed in 2002, it was one of the first AR games. Another adaption of a video game is Human Pacman [9]. The game contains the same story as the non-AR game Pacman. Players, equipped with a mobile AR system, have to collect all the cookies before being caught by other players.

In addition to games developed within research groups, there exists a small amount of commercially available AR games. The first was Eye Toy®. Released in 2003, a special USB camera for the Playstation2® console enables the user to play via the TV screen. Using computer vision-based techniques, Eye Toy supports games such as dancing, boxing and other sport-like games, where the player interacts using real physical movements. In 2007, another AR game was released for Playstation3®. In The Eye of Judgment®, the external USB camera attached to the game console detects action cards and augments virtual objects on the screen. This game will be described in detail in section 3.

### 3. Comparison of current AR games

In this section we will compare three different AR games. The games Interference and TimeWarp were developed by us, while The Eye of Judgment is a commercial product published for the Sony PlayStation 3. Each of the games presented later in this section utilises a different range of characteristics, technologies and interaction techniques and a summary is presented in table 1. Together the games offer a diverse view of current developments and build a solid foundation for our analysis in section 4.

#### Table 1. Comparison of game characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Interference</th>
<th>TimeWarp</th>
<th>The Eye of Judgment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Reality</td>
<td>Magic Lens</td>
<td>Optical see-through HMD</td>
<td>Desktop AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Hardware</td>
<td>UMPC</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>PlayStation 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking</td>
<td>Webcam, marker based</td>
<td>GPS, Inertial sensor</td>
<td>Webcam, marker based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing Area</td>
<td>City streets</td>
<td>City streets</td>
<td>table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction devices</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>mouse</td>
<td>cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction techniques</td>
<td>Looking</td>
<td>Looking, Proximity, Selection, Steering</td>
<td>looking, Playing cards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.1 Interference

"Interference" is a crossmedia game that uses a variety of different devices and playing forms to create an engaging pervasive gaming experience. It was designed by the Interactive Institute [4] and developed by them in cooperation with Fraunhofer FIT. So far Interference has been staged four times in Kista, Sweden, and three times in Düsseldorf, Germany. The game is played on the streets of the city centre a short time before sunset and lasts for about 4 to 5 hours.

#### 3.1.1 Game play

Figure 1: A player of Interference investigating a network node with his UMPC.

In the description of the game play we will focus on the Augmented Reality part and only briefly cover the other. In the game, a group of six players assume the roles of telecommunication technicians. They are asked by their boss (played by an actor) to investigate strange breakdowns in the network. Wearing overalls and equipped with some gadgets, the players seek out to find these disturbances. The first one is easily found: a pulsating blue sphere serving as a node in the network. The players also recognize two energy lines going into different directions as seen in Fig. 1.. The players can now follow these
lines only to find other network nodes and more energy lines thus enabling them to scout out the complete network. Suddenly, the players stumble upon very different nodes, they are bright orange and disturbed by frequent flashes of lightning.

This is the moment where the story of the game as well as the style changes. Before, everything was rather technical and the game seemed more like a puzzle / treasure hunt, the story now becomes deeper and more mysterious. The players encounter other characters (also played by actors) and receive mysterious phone calls and videos from the past on their cell phones. Ultimately the players have to repair the orange nodes by playing a certain melody on a magic flute they get from one of the non-player characters. They then encounter two of the characters in a dramatic scene on a rooftop and have to make a meaningful final decision with political undertones that will shape the future of the world.

3.1.2 Technology
The Augmented Reality part of Interference was developed with the “Magic Lens Box”, an authoring system for quick and easy development of Augmented Reality games [25]. The “Magic Lens Box” is based on the MORGAN AR/VR Framework [18]. For discovering the network, the players are equipped with an Ultra-mobile PC (UMPC) which makes use of the “magic lens” metaphor [5]: The video stream of a webcam situated at the back of the UMPC is shown on the display and enriched with virtual objects. This gives the impression of having a see-through display in your hands.

For tracking purposes the system employs the computer-vision based ARToolkitPlus library [23] which is an extension of the original ARToolkit [13] and is specifically designed for mobile devices. Before the game starts, the game masters distribute printed markers throughout the city at pre-defined locations. When the players find one of these markers, they aim the UMPC at the marker and a 3D representation appears. The cell phones used to receive messages and videos work by GPS positioning. Whenever the players enter a certain GPS area, the game server automatically triggers messages and videos. A simple sound sensor connected to one of the phones via Bluetooth reacts to playing the magical flute and sends the information to the game server that in turn evaluates the notes. Afterwards this is relayed to the UMPC and after a successful attempt at repairing the nodes the 3d representation changes from the broken orange node to a healthy blue one. To help them with their task of scouting out the complete network the players are equipped with a large map of the area, a drawing board, rulers and different pens, as well as flashlights as the main part of the game is played after dark.

3.1.3 Evaluation
In autumn 2007, Interference was tested within several user studies. Different kinds of approaches were used. On the one hand we applied unassisted user trials and on the other hand we conducted assisted student projects.

For the student projects, we had three different user groups. The first group was a a high school class. This group consisting of teenagers aged 15 - 17 represents the most active game consumer segment. The second was a group of larp (live role-playing) hobbyists. This group, aged 20 – 25, represents the semi-professional pervasive game organizers. And the third group consisted of game design students at university level. This group, aged 19–24, represented semi-professional game designers and implementers. We observed the players during the game and interviewed them afterwards.

The unassisted user trials were carried out over a period of three months total. They were also asked to document their experiments through taking pictures or video, and to keep some kind of notes in diary form of their experiments. After the trials, we met with each group and discussed their experiences in the form of a semi-structured group interview. They were also asked to fill in a survey questionnaire which was used to profile the participants in terms of their age and gender profile, education, gaming interests and previous experience of pervasive games.

3.2 TimeWarp
TimeWarp [12] is an outdoor augmented reality game played in the city of Cologne, Germany. In TimeWarp, the player is able to explore the city’s history using AR. The development of the game is still ongoing. The first test runs were conducted during summer 2007, and another study is currently ongoing.

Figure 2 Augmentation with the medieval representation of the trading hall.

3.2.1 Game play
The story of the game based on a traditional German legend of the so called “Heinzelmännchen” of Cologne. These were small elves who helped the citizens secretly during the night until one day they suddenly disappeared. In the game a rumor is spread that these elves are still in town but stuck in different time periods. The goal is to find the elves by the means of time travel and to bring them back. To free the Heinzelmännchen, the player has to

---

1 Live role-players are a good user category for pervasive games (Stenros et al 2007), as they are well acquainted with playing games in the real world.
solve several tasks. These tasks are related to the history of Cologne.

Through the addition of visual and acoustic augmentations, a sense of spatial and temporal presence is created. For example, the original medieval representation of the important trading hall (see Figure 2), which was destroyed during the war, and reconstructed (but was modified), can be experienced. The game play is such that the player can experience the city in the Roman, New Age, Present and future time periods.

3.2.2 Technology

The player is equipped with mobile AR system consisting of a head-mounted display (HMD), which is covered by a black foil to protect of the bright sun (see Figure 3). The laptop is packed to the back pocket of a vest. The inertial sensor for orientation tracking is attached to the HMD. For position tracking, a GPS sensor is used. In addition to a headset for the sound and a mouse for interaction, the player is also equipped with a handheld-based device. The PDA is used to provide the player with information about the game, help and current game status. An interactive map shows the current position of the player.

TimeWarp is based on the Interference game and on the MORGAN AR/VR Framework [18]. We implemented three core interaction controls. The first control uses physical proximity; here the system reacts to the player’s physical proximity to an object or location. We distinguish between three distances: outside, near or directly at the game location. The second control is the focus-action-control. Focus is controlled by a view pointer, developed using an orientation sensor attached to the HMD. The action is triggered by pressing a mouse button. The third control is the placing control. Using a gyroscopic mouse moving in midair, an item can be placed. This interaction control was inspired by the Wii remote controller.

3.2.3 Evaluation

During summer 2007 a large user study was conducted with the objective of testing usability as well as sense of place and presence. The study consisted of 24 participants (16 male, 8 female) from a range of backgrounds including students and members of the public. A combination of approaches were used including a questionnaire, video observation, direct observation and interviews. The questionnaire was based on the MEC spatial presence questionnaire [22] with sections added to reflect the game experience within TimeWarp in particular to reflect whether people felt more present within the real, virtual or blend of the elements. The questionnaire was also extended to include measurements for social presence and place, these were drawn from the place probe [3] and Bailenson social presence questionnaire [2]. The questionnaire data proved to be the least useful within the study due to the confusing terminology and the iterative nature of the system being tested. However it was used to guide interview questions as the interviewer could look for contradictions within answers or to explore any particularly strong feelings which were indicated. From the perspective of video and direct observation we were particularly interested in observing how the users responded to elements of the game, technology and non-game elements – in the case of the latter what if any interaction occurred between them and non-players e.g. passersby in the street. A more thorough discussion of the results can be found in 8.

3.3 The Eye of Judgment

The Eye of Judgment is a collectible trading card game for the Sony PlayStation 3. The game uses Augmented Reality to visualize the characters and effects on the cards. It was developed by Sony Computer Entertainment Japan Studio and was released in October 2007.

3.3.1 Game play

In the The Eye of Judgment the player can choose between a computer or real opponent where both players can either be at the same location or connected via the Internet.

In common with typical trading card games, each player has a deck of cards. During each turn players draw new cards and make use of the ones they currently own. The playing field consists of a rectangular grid of nine squares. The player to first conquer five of them wins the game. In order to achieve this goal, a player can either summon monsters onto the playing field attack the opponent’s monsters with their own or use different spells for various effects. Each monster has attack, defense and health values. The fights are calculated automatically depending on the stats and are always deterministic. During a fight the map overview (which is normally displayed) switches to an arena view, which contains 3d models of the combatants performing their attacks.

3.3.2 Technology

The set-up of the game is very simple. A piece of cloth serves as the playing map with the grid drawn on it. On one side of the playing mat the PlayStation 3 camera is placed. The camera is never moved but stays in a fixed position overlooking the whole playing field.
All trading cards have a small barcode-like pattern printed on them. These are called the “Matrix” or “CyberCode” [21]. When the card is hold in front of the camera, the system recognizes it and displays a 3D representation of the monster or spell on the screen (desktop AR). Monster cards have to be placed into one of the squares and have to stay there until a monster is defeated. Monsters on the playing field are always rotated by 0°, 90°, 180° or 270° as it is important in which direction the monster is looking.

During the game, the screen displays the playing field which is enhanced by terrain in each square and other graphical effects. The real playing field is never seen on the screen as it is completely overlaid by virtual characters and objects as seen on Figure 4. Aside from monster and spell cards, there are also four function cards that can be used for events such as ending a turn or canceling a move. This way the complete game can be controlled via cards, there is no need for other interaction devices like a controller as soon as the game has started.

Therefore what is needed to create good AR game? And conversely what causes them to fail.

In this section we will analyze the aforementioned games and try to answer the following interconnected questions:

1. What makes AR successful in certain games?
2. What makes AR unsuccessful in other games?

We will use examples from Interference, TimeWarp and The Eye of Judgment to come up with short guidelines that should help when designing AR games in the future. Some of the guidelines are further refinements of those found within prior work [16][12] which were drawn for an extensive user study. It is acknowledged that not all of them are relevant to every augmented reality gamers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiences First, Technology Second</th>
<th>Design the experience first then consider the relevant technologies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stick to the theme</td>
<td>Select technologies which are relevant to aspects such as time period and ambience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not stay digital</td>
<td>Use a combination of real and virtual elements such as paper maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use the Real Environment</td>
<td>Make use of the real world location, beyond simply locating virtual elements in a real space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep it simple</td>
<td>Design interaction schemes which are easy to understand and use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Sharable Experiences</td>
<td>Allow other people to take part in the experience, for example by using tablet PCs and the magic lens metaphor rather than a head mounted display.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Various Social Elements</td>
<td>Allow players to interact with virtual characters, other players, non-players and actors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Reality</td>
<td>Do not augment spaces so that the underlying real components are totally obscured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn weaknesses into strengths</td>
<td>Use potential technical problems as elements within the gaming experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not just convert</td>
<td>Do not simply convert a game to augmented reality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create meaningful content</td>
<td>The 3d content in the game should add something interesting to the game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose your tracking wisely</td>
<td>Different tracking methods have different characteristics that should be taken into account.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Experiences First, Technology Second.** In all the games earlier one of the main focuses was on the technology, rather than technology which can support the underlying game structure. Based on the experiences in particular with TimeWarp it became clear that while usability and technical elements are critical to success there is a need to place as much emphasis on game design as there is within normal computer and non-computer games.

![Figure 4. The Eye of Judgment: Playing mat with cards and PlayStation Eye (small) and the augmented view on the screen (big).](image)
Therefore when designing such games care should be taken to avoid pre-selecting which technologies to use, rather the game format should be developed first then appropriate technologies chosen.

**Stick to the theme** There is often a temptation to select new technologies which are not relevant in the context of the game. For example in *Interference* the game takes place within a communication network which has to be discovered. Therefore a mobile device such as a UMPC is appropriate as it is technically quite advanced (thus fitting in with the theme) and is also suits the mobile nature of the game. In contrast within TimeWarp if players were asked to collect UMPCs within the Roman Age it would seem inappropriate. Therefore make sure the technology fits the themes of the game.

**Do not stay digital.** Augmented Reality games do not necessarily have to focus entirely on digital technology. A very good example for this kind of design comes from *Interference*. Although the players find and analyze the network with the help of the UMPC, they still need to make use of a real paper map in order to orient themselves. This concept can also be extended to include support for real elements such as cups, glasses and other objects within the game, for example using computer vision to detect when users have collected such items. In the case of TimeWarp building in more real elements would have added to the game experience.

**Use the Real Environment** In street-based games such as *TimeWarp* where there can be large distances between different mixed reality elements, thus possibly leading to players becoming bored. This problem can be partially avoided by ensuring players make full use of the real space. For example towns and cities often have interesting path structures, which can be used to heighten the senses (e.g. dark streets leading to sinister locations). Other examples may possibly include encouraging players to take a coffee in a real café as part of the game.

**Keep it simple.** Augmented Reality games such as *TimeWarp* often use a range of devices and interaction paradigms. However this approach was in stark contrast to both *Interference* and *Eye of Judgment*. The latter two examples emphasize the need to focus on simple and clear interaction schemes and avoid situations where trying new technologies becomes the key consideration.

**Create Sharable Experiences.** Within augmented reality games other players and even non-players may become interested in the content. In *Interference* the whole group typically gathered around the UMPC when they found a new node and got into dedicated discussions about what they saw, such devices also allow members of the public to gain an insight into the game space – something which cannot occur to the same degree within visor based systems.

**Use Various Social Elements** Some mixed reality experiences such as *TimeWarp* place a large amount of emphasis on in-game characters being virtual, where as *Interference* makes use of real life actors. Such a social element can take the form of allowing people to have different roles and thus having to share thoughts on how to complete the challenge, to using actors for certain roles through to including scope for non-game players to be part of the gaming experience. Otherwise there is a risk (as in the case of *TimeWarp*) that the playing experience becomes somewhat lonely and disconnected from the surrounding environment. Interacting with real persons as part of the game always adds another layer of excitement compared to having only virtual characters. Actors can react much more spontaneously to requests by the players, and can also be used to steer the players into certain directions as done by the three actors in *Interference*.

**Show Reality** One of the biggest weaknesses of *The Eye of Judgment* is the fact that it might not be a “true” Augmented Reality game at all. When playing the game or watching the screen, the real environment is almost completely removed from the users view. A (nicely designed) virtual version of the playing area is all the screen is showing. This is even true when cards come into play, the magical effect is often at times so large that it more or less completely occludes the cards. This leads to the situation where there is almost no need to use augmented reality.

**Turn weaknesses into strengths** The technologies used within mixed reality games are often prone to problems, for example poor GPS tracking as experienced during *TimeWarp* or no mobile phone signal. Where this is the case the game should be designed to support such failures, for example in areas where there is no mobile signal these could be used as hiding places by players. Common problems and the notion of using such seams within seamless design has been discussed by Chalmers [7]. Another method was applied in *Interference*. As the game was set to be played after dark, the players used flashlights to circumvent the lighting problems with the marker-based tracking. Whenever they now encountered a marker they would use these and while at the same time creating a more intense atmosphere.

**Do not just convert** It is often tempting to convert existing formats to include augmented or mixed reality, classic examples include *The Eye of Judgment*, ARQuake and *AR Pacman*. While the latter two have been well received by those who have taken part, games such as *The Eye of Judgment* do not map well to augmented reality. After a few turns the initial excitement wears off as the game only tries to be visually more appealing than the originals but does not include genuine engaging game play.

**Create meaningful content** Augmented Reality adds very interesting visual features to games by bringing virtual 3D content into the real world. This content should be meaningful and really make use of its possibilities. In *Interference* for example the power lines that lead players to other network nodes could very well have been normal drawings on paper. As mapping out the network is a crucial part of the game play though, it would have not been as engaging with just chalk-drawn lines on the street. A similar example but for much bigger objects comes from *TimeWarp*. Here the players encountered the life-size medieval model of the Stapelhaus. The player could now wander around and look at it from different directions and distances.

**Choose your tracking wisely** Realizing and applying new and potentially better tracking methods is always of importance for the development of Augmented Reality applications and games. One should be well aware of the flaws in the chosen method and consider if they distract too much from the actual game play. Using GPS in *TimeWarp* proved to be a problematic choice for example. The often unreliable and imprecise data lead to Heinzelmännchen seemingly float around and make interaction with them nearly impossible at times. Marker tracking on the other hand as applied in *Interference* or *The Eye of Judgment* is much more stable and a simple yet often times effective solution. One big drawback of course is the fact that the markers are visible to the players as well, and so the game can sometimes become a
“hunt for new markers” and conflict with the suspense of disbelief.

5. Discussion
Existing game design methodologies such as the one in Figure 5 by Ermi and Franz Mäyrä [10] define several main areas: audiovisual, fantasy, challenges, physical and cognitive. The work presented in section 4 complements many of these aspects, however they do not focus on generic game design properties such as supporting a sense of winning or combat. Rather they complement the model by instead considering in more detail aspects which are specific to augmented reality games. For example with respect to the fantasy component the guidelines specifically address how to maintain the themes within the game through highlighting the need to select appropriate technologies (e.g. for the given time period). They also specifically explore how to extend the world to include a combination of real and virtual elements, while also exploring the use of real and virtual characters, for example how to improve the social dimension either through allowing shared realities to develop, or through understanding interactions with others. Furthermore they also flag up the danger of using spurious content. The guidelines also extend the nature of the exploration within the game space to the wider real environment, by encouraging designers to select paths in an environment which enhance user experience and encourage exploration.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 5. A diagram based on the model developed by Ermi and Mäyrä of the aspects necessary for a player to feel immersed within a game.

While the diagram in Figure 5 focused on player immersion within games the field of presence research also played an important role in the development of the guidelines. Although the guidelines do not specifically mention presence, i.e. the feeling of being somewhere (spatial) and/or with others (social) and/or within different time periods (temporal), it is implicit within many of underlying ideas. For example the objective is to ensure that players feel present within the game fantasy world, and with the range of characters. Spatial (and physical presence) is considered from the perspective of how to integrate real and virtual aspects into the gaming experience, either by using real and virtual objects or considering how to make use of real paths and locations. The latter may also have an impact on shaping temporal presence issues. Also considered are aspects relating to social presence, either through the creation of shared realities which players and non-players can experience through to specifically including non-players and actors within the game space. Furthermore classic presence research often places emphasis upon “perceptual illusion of non-mediation” [15] i.e. not being aware of the mediated nature of the experience, this is in part related to the quality of the graphics but also the device interaction paradigms which are adopted, as an ill fitting device would probably result in a break in presence.

6. Conclusion
Designing augmented reality games is a challenging task, not least due to the evolving nature of the technology but also from the perspective of how to create lasting, exciting and enjoyable player experiences. In order to explore the issues surrounding the design of mixed reality games we chose to examine three different augmented reality games in order to explore the elements which impacted upon player experience. In two examples the critique is based on first hand experience of the development and evaluation process, where as in the case of The Eye of Judgment this is based on experiences as players. While the games differ in their content and also interaction paradigms they allow us to consider a range of issues from the technical such as augmentations through to how easy it is to adopt existing game paradigms and port them to an augmented reality format. This approach has resulted in a set of high level design guidelines which specifically focus on aspects which are relevant to augmented reality games, in doing so they specifically explore the relationship between real and virtual spaces, real and virtual people as well as certain technical aspects and how to maintain consistent themes. The guidelines were developed to specifically address augmented reality games and while they overlap with some areas of existing game design or presence research they compliment or extend what is already accepted practice, or provide guidance on new aspects which are unique to such experiences. Finally, while they represent a diverse range of themes we acknowledge that further work is required and that they may not be applicable in all contexts.
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